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Aria Valderi is a day walker, a vampire that can walk in the sun. Being a descendant of the original

queen of the vampires has its perks, but finding out her mate is a wolf shifter isn't one of them. He's

insufferable, bossy, and too damn sexy for his own good. Trevan Stone knows Aria is his.

Unfortunately, his tough little vamp has been wreaking all kinds of havoc and now too many people

want her dead. It's going to take more than Trevan can do as a shifter to protect his woman.Trevan

has a secret. One that could put an end to their future together, but itâ€™s not nearly as big as the

one her people have, which could end the future of the entire clan. If he can save her from the

vampire council that wants her destroyed, there might be a chance for them to work through their

issues. But saving her means giving up the reason for his existence, the drive that has pushed him

for the last eighty years.Reader Note: If you like violence, off the charts hot sex, humor and roaring

fights this is the book for you. This book is all about a sassy plus-sized vampire who knows what

she wants and a hot, smooth talking alpha wolf who can't fight his need for her. There is massive

use of dirty words, so if you're a prude this is not the book for you. If you like sarcasm and hot sex

with no filter, this is just your thing. Enjoy!
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Aria is anicent as she is beauty and beloved by her coven. Although her nemesis are seeking her

destruction. She is also experiencing some baby fever, seeing her friends makes her long for it. Her

first choice is her bloodmate Trevan.Trevan Stone- equally handsome in his wn right, he hs scented

his mate. Aside from that was his need for vengeance, on the perpetrators who killed his pack. The

only cavit... his mateis also the enemy.When they are together they burn the brightest... the passion

and lust its all consuming. Together they are formidable,but when they ae threatened..they are

fiercely protective of each other. Lies are revealed and secrets long buried come to the surface. This

is not your typical paranormal/supernatural romance. This is MillyTaiden at her best..raw and

uninhibited. The excitement revolving around this new world is just the beginning!! If you loved the

family..love,drama and adventure hold on to your hat your in for the ride of your life!! A Sassy World.

Milly Taiden is an author who mesmerizes, tantalizes and creates new and extraordinary characters

and opens new worlds to us the reader. Is there anyting she can do....

Our two mates were born for each other but they're from different races. Aria needs to finish the

clean up she started but she has a snake in her midst. Trevor just wants her safe and does what is

needed to keep her that way. With help from friends and family these two set things right. Great

story, hope there are more.

This is actually the first in the Sassy Mates series that I've read. I would recommend starting from

the beginning, there were a few things I had to catch up on that I assume happened in previous

books (I bet they're fantastic). That being said, this was still an amazing romance story that was

exciting and hard to put down.Aria and Trevan have met in a previous story, but they are both

experiencing some denial when it comes to their attraction to each other. Partly because they are

different species and neither one of them seem to really like the other. But fate has other ideas,

because their worlds are about to collide in a spectacular way. And even their past seems to be

drawing the together in a strange twisted way.Aria is wrapped in defending herself to the vampire

council for killing a human blood slave trader. But treachery from within her clan has the council

believing it to be murder. As she tries to put together the proof to show her actions justified, the

whole things keeps getting bigger and bigger. The trade is larger than she ever knew.There's a few

epic fight scenes - which are hard to find in a romance - and they are done just right. Aria is a strong

woman, but also realizes that it's OK to rely on friends and allies to help her out, that she can't do it

all by herself. This was a very beautiful love story with forgiveness, trust, and respect becoming the

backbone of their future.



Yerevan couldn't understand why his mate turned out to be a freak in hot as sin vampire. The ones

who killed his family. Aria couldn't understand her pull to a wolf. But the more they fought it the more

they were convinced it was meant to be. After killing Anton, Chantal, and finally Filip she hew she

had saved her clan. But no. Damon from the south pack was in it with Filip and the gang. The one

rule her grandfather had was to not drink human blood. It made you range after and your skin

wouldn't become leathery about since aria was blood born she was a true day walker. She followed

those rules to protect her clan. All it took was a few corrupt to make a mess. Aria new buff Emma a

wolf mate and turned s showed her how to work together as a team during their few battles.

Relevant and aria finally mated and he became this humugus piece of meet.during this last battle all

things came out mat ed is a vampire and her was a wolf. They truly loved each other and add two

vampires and one wolf. After her mate was killed she sent her to a family who could take care of her

and the granddaughter who was in turn trevan parents the vampires killed the aria parents and set it

improbable the wolf's to tear up the werewolves themselves she just new she as dead when. Jun

was showing her . The high council's believed him until her cousin Chantal came and save the day.

They got all the promo together to clear everything up. So we thin.

This series is fantastic! Thank you Milly Taiden for continuing it! This book was wonderful I didn't put

it down, you can't it's that addictive! This book is hot, sexy and it has your heart pumping in a great

way! I recommend this book to everyone you will love it!

In Milly Taiden's Sassy Mates we got to meed Aria and Trevan in the final book.Aria is a day walker.

She's one of the few blood borns and is considered queen of the clans. After taking care of Filip and

his followers she's trying to ensure the rest of the South clan is clean and living by the rules set by

her grandfather. But her only problem isn't just the clan problems, there's someone trying to finish

the job of ending the Valderi line once and for all, and a mate that she has left unclaimed.**"If you

tell anyone, I'll make sure you remain soft for a long time before I make you hard again."**Trevan

has spent the last 80 years bent on revenge against the vampires who killed his pack. But finding

out a vampire is his mate changes his mission in life. Now his mission is to claim and protect his

mate at all costs, even when she doesn't think she needs the help.**"And keep your smells to

yourself too. I don't want to breathe in your-...Desire for her, passion to strip her naked and play

hide the cannoli?"**I absolutely love Aria and Trevan! Hot wolf mate and sexy curvy vampire mate

you can't go wrong. It also doesn't hurt that there are extremely hot, melt your panties off sex!
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